Lecture delivered at the Concord Free Public library, October 13, 2007, in connection
with the joint CFPL/Thoreau Society exhibit, “Reconstructing Thoreau’s World”
Reconstructing Thoreau’s Intentions
When I was considering what to talk about tonight and how to make a
connection with this terrific exhibit, I decided to focus on the fact that our work at the
Thoreau Edition involves a kind of reconstruction as well. The exhibit shows how parts
of the landscape Thoreau knew have been reconstructed by a number of different
people, using methods as different as glass-negative photography and pick and shovel
archaeology. At the Thoreau Edition we reconstruct texts that reflect what Thoreau
intended. Sometimes this involves trying to figure out exactly what he wrote--you’ve
seen his handwriting--and sometime it involves distinguishing what he wrote from
what others added or changed. Making these decisions often requires the ability to
imagine past events in the way a detective or even an archaeologist might, and I’m
going to describe a few examples of applying that kind of forensic imagination to the
manuscript volumes that contain Thoreau’s Journal, and to other, related manuscripts.
I’ll also lay out a couple of the puzzles we’ve come across, one solved, the other still a
mystery.
Those who reconstruct the landscape are dealing with buildings and trees, roads,
rivers and ponds--these can be dramatically altered by human agency or by the passage
of time, but one or two centuries is a relatively short time in the life of a place, and with
the right information even a bean-field can be rediscovered--as you may have seen in
the exhibit.

At the Thoreau Edition, our “landscape”--the evidence for Thoreau’s intention--is
paper, mostly. At the end of Thoreau’s life, most of those pieces of paper were in his
top-floor room in the Yellow House on Main Street, in the order into which he’d put
them himself. After his death, though, they were gradually dispersed, and now they’re
in libraries and private collections all around the country. When Walter Harding
established the Thoreau Edition, one of his first tasks--a monumental one--was to locate
and obtain copies of all of the Thoreau manuscripts he could find. Reconstructing
Thoreau’s order for this material is an ongoing task.
Many of you probably know something about what we do at the Thoreau
Edition, and some of you know a lot more about the work because you’re involved in it.
I’ll start tonight with just a brief description of the project.
To begin at the beginning, the Thoreau Edition was founded by Walter Harding
in 1966 to produce a new edition of all of Thoreau’s writings for publication, his Journal,
and his correspondence--that is, letters both from him and to him. The original design
of the project excluded the many notebooks of poems and extracts he copied from his
reading--about natural history, native Americans, and Canada--as well as his surveying
notebook and the 1800 or so pages of notes, lists, and charts analyzing and organizing
information about natural phenomena he observed around Concord. As it turns out,
we have to know a great deal about the excluded material in order to understand the
included material, but still, we’re not publishing it.
A new edition of Thoreau was needed because earlier editions were incomplete
or contained non-authorial revisions--in other words, they didn’t represent Thoreau’s

intentions for his works. Determining intention is a tricky business--we all know from
everyday experience that it’s all but impossible to escape our own biases when we
interpret the words and actions of others. As Thoreau’s editors, what we try to do is
recognize the potential for bias and be as objective as we can be in using the available
evidence about what Thoreau wanted.
As a result of this decision to stick to what we judge to be Thoreau’s intentions,
our versions of Thoreau’s works are different from all the earlier versions. The
differences are most marked in the Journal, because of the policy applied by Bradford
Torrey, the editor of the only other edition available--the one published by Houghton
Mifflin in 1906. Torrey regularized spelling, capitalization, and punctuation; he
standardized dates and headings; and he excluded some botanical information as well
as long passages that appeared in published form in Thoreau’s books and essays.
Editorial standards and readers’ expectations were quite different a hundred year ago,
and Torrey’s principles were accepted as reasonable by H. W. Boynton in an October 20,
1906, review of the 1906 Journal in the NYT: he wrote, “On the whole, it would hardly
be asserted that those three volumes [of excluded draft for works later published] add
anything material to our knowledge of Thoreau.”
We think the material Torrey excluded adds a great deal to our knowledge of
Thoreau, and our aim is to present a text that represents the manuscript features much
more closely. I’ll use an entry from 155 years ago--of October 13, 1852--to illustrate.
[pdfs of October 13, 1852, entry in MS (Morgan), 1906, PE]

NB: Headings, position of text, ragged right vs flush right. 1906 does
Thoreau a service that we now deem unnecessary and even intrusive.
We count on the document itself for much of the evidence of Thoreau’s
intentions--much of our work involves just figuring out how to translate the squiggles
on the page into recognizable words, and we’ve gathered pages and pages of guidelines
that help to make us more consistent in our translation. About ten years ago I decided I
needed to go to the Morgan Library to survey the MS volumes of the Journal in a
systematic way, to see what I could learn. We include physical description of the MS
volumes in the Textual Introductions to our volumes of Journal, and I wanted to make
sure our descriptions were consistent from printed volume to printed volume.
In order to preserve them, the MSS and rare books at the Morgan are treated
with a care that borders on reverence; in fact if you can’t make a case for needing to see
the original MSS of Thoreau’s Journal, you’re required to use a reproduction. You make
an appointment to view the material, and after being admitted to the locked reading
room and signing in with the supervisor, you sit in your place while a square of felt is
laid on the table in front of you and two angled foam blocks are positioned on the felt.
The MS volume is placed carefully between the foam blocks, which support it and
minimize strain on its spine.
I’ve experienced this ritual many times, and every time it reinforces my sense of
the Journal volumes as precious and protected, which of course they are--and should
be. But the ritual obscured for me an important fact that I realized when I was working

on the physical descriptions, and that is that these volumes acquired their iconic status
only after years of being treated with much less reverence. We talked about this last
night in connection with the Library’s collection of books that Thoreau owned, which
circulated until the 1970s. For Thoreau, they were utilitarian--they just needed to
contain his words. He tore out pages--even took several apart completely--pasted in
newspaper clippings, pressed plants, waxed on relevant scraps, and gave them to
Emerson to read. After Thoreau’s death, Sophia was their custodian until 1874, when
she moved to Bangor. She loaned them out from time to time: Emerson drew
quotations for his eulogy from them; Channing published excerpts in a biography that
appeared in the Boston Commonwealth in 1863 and 1864; Alcott held them after Sophia
moved out of Concord, and he thought he’d probably inherit them. However, he made
the fatal mistake of lending them to Sanborn, whom Sophia didn’t trust, so they ended
up with H. G. O. Blake, Thoreau’s Worcester disciple. From Blake they passed to Elias
Harlow Russell, who went to court to obtain the literary rights to them, and he arranged
for their publication by Houghton Mifflin in 1906. For that project, the MSS were in the
hands of transcribers for a couple of years. In 1916, Russell sold all but two of the MS
volumes to J. Pierpont Morgan through the NY rare book and MS dealer George S.
Hellman.
The point I want to make about Thoreau’s intentions here is that each of these
possessors had the opportunity to add to the Journal manuscripts, deliberately or
accidentally, and that we have to be careful in deciding what features to count as
Thoreau’s. We don’t want to accept as a manifestation of Thoreau’s intention

something added to the MS by one or another of these custodians. I haven’t been able
to positively identify any additions by Emerson or Channing or Sanborn or Alcott,
though occasionally a letter is reformed in pencil in a way that just doesn’t look like
Thoreau to me.
Blake added wide blue pencil marks vertically through passages he chose for
inclusion in four volumes of seasonal extracts that he prepared, and that were
published from 1881 to 1892--Early Spring in Massachusetts (1881), Summer (1884), Winter
(1887), and Autumn (1892). These marks are quite distinctive, and we report their
presence, thought not exactly where they appear, in the Textual Introduction to each of
our Journal volumes. Because these are so easy to identify, there’s no chance we’ll
mistake them for Thoreau’s.
[pdfs of October 13 entry again (Morgan), and of Blake’s Autumn]

Another reader made his own distinctive marks in the Journal: the letter “R” in
pencil superimposed on a vertical pencil line.
[pdf of MS of April 3, 1857 passages (Morgan)]
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Our transcribers simply record such marks in a footnote without investigating
their origins. When I came across these in the transcripts, I had a suspicion about who
“R” was, but the confirming evidence built incrementally.
Almost every MS volume has a label pasted on the front cover, and in my survey
of the MS volumes, I first noticed the initials “W. R.” on the label for Thoreau’s MS
volume 18, which covers entries dated September 3, 1854, through May 12, 1855. Then I
saw them on the labels for Thoreau’s volumes 19 (13 May ’55-3 Jan ’56), 21 (23 Apr-6
Sep ’56), and 23 (2 Apr-31 Jul ’57). I was pretty sure this was Walton Ricketson, Daniel
Ricketson’s son, because I knew that he and his sister Anna had included passages from
Thoreau’s Journal in Daniel Ricketson and His Friends, published by Houghton Mifflin in
1902.
Then I found a note in Thoreau’s MS volume 23. I don’t have an image of the MS
because it doesn’t appear in the hard copy we use as the basis for our transcription, but
it’s laid in between pages 2 and 3. It reads
[pdf of transcribed note]

X_______________X Should prefer not to have the allusion to family made public
Walton Ricketson
Worcester Mch. 1902

Now I was sure that Walton Ricketson was the source of these marks, and that he
was the “W. R.” of the labels. I don’t know how the Ricketson children put together
Daniel Ricketson and His Friends (several other contributors were involved so it’s almost
certainly possible to find this out), but since it was published in 1902, Ricketson could
have been going through the MS volumes before Blake died in 1898. Or he might have
reviewed them when Elias Harlow Russell owned them. At any rate, it seems he was
keeping track of which volumes he’d reviewed for material to include in the book--the
first passage he marked in MS volume 23 appears on p. 350 of Daniel Ricketson and His
Friends:
[pdf of transcription of April 3, 1857, passages]

The passage Ricketson marked for omission appears just after this one that he
included. If the plan to publish Thoreau’s Journal had already been formed when he
was collecting extracts for Daniel Ricketson and His Friends, he probably marked these
two at the same time--one to put in his book, one to keep out of the Journal.
The 1906 editors honored Walton Ricketson’s request, and Thoreau’s account of
Ricketson’s troubled domestic relations didn’t appear in print.
[pdf of 1906 April 3, 1857, passages]
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caught sight of a genuine wayfaring man, an oldish
countryman, with a frock and a bundle strapped to his
back, who was speaking to the butcher, just then driving
off in his cart. He was a gaunt man with a flashing
eye, as if half crazy with travel, and was complaining,
" You see it shakes me so, I would rather travel the
common road." I supposed that he referred to the railroad, which the butcher had recommended for shortness.
I was touched with compassion on observing the butcher's
apparent indifference, as, jumping to his seat, he drove
away before the traveller had finished his sentence, and
the latter fell at once into the regular wayfarer's gait,
bending under his pack and holding the middle of the
road with a teetering gait.
On my way to New Bedford, see within a couple of
rods of the railroad, in some country town, a boy's box
trap set for some muskrat or mink by the side of a little
pond. The lid was raised, and I could see the bait on
its point.
A black snake was seen yesterday in the Quaker
burying-ground here.
April 3. In Ricketson's shanty. R. has seen whitebellied swallows more than a week. I walk down the
side of the river and see Walton's ice-boat left on the
bank.
Hear R. describing to Alcott his bachelor uncle
James Thornton. When he awakes in the morning he
lights the fire in his stove (all prepared) with a match
on the end of a stick, without getting up. When he gets
up he first attends to his ablutions, being personally
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very clean, cuts off a head of tobacco to clean his teeth
with, eats a hearty breakfast, sometimes, it was said,
even buttering his sausages. Then he goes to a relative's store and reads the Tribune till dinner, sitting
in a corner with his back to those who enter. Goes
to his boarding-house and dines, eats an apple or two,
and then in the afternoon frequently goes about the
solution of some mathematical problem (having once
been a schoolmaster), which often employs him a
week. 1
I

April 4. Satnrday. Walk down the shore of the
river. A Dutchman pushes out in his skiff after quahogs. He also took his eel-spear, thinking to try for
eels if he could not get quahogs, for, owing to the late
cold weather, they might still be buried in the mud. I
saw him raking up the quahogs on the flats at high (?)
tide, in two or three feet of water. He used a sort of
coarse, long-pronged hoe. Keeps anchoring on the flats
and searches for a clam on the bottom with his eye,
then rakes it up and picks it off his rake.
Am not sure what kind of large gulls I see there,
some more white, some darker, methinks, than the
herring gull.
R. tells me that he found dead in his piazza the south
side of his house, the 23d of last January, the snow
being very deep and the thermometer - 12° at sunrise,
a warbler, which he sent to Brewer. I read Brewer's
note to him, in which he said that he took it to be
the Sylvicola coronata and would give it to the Natural
1

[Daniel Riclcet$onand his Friends, p. 350·1

I

I haven’t completed my survey of the MS volumes of the Journal, and I’m still
wondering what marks the Houghton Mifflin transcribers might have added. Printers
regularly added stint marks to setting copy MSS to indicate where they had started and
stopped setting type--is there a mark I just haven’t recognized? Here’s an image of the
front pastedown endpaper of Thoreau’s MS volume 23, one of the volumes Ricketson
marked:
[pdf other marks on endpaper of J MS Vol 23 (April 2-July 31, 1857)
(Morgan)]
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The “No 23” is Thoreau’s, but what’s this squiggle? And for whom is the volume
“Ready”? I don’t know . . . yet.
Before I leave the topic of what the physical characteristics of the MS volumes of
the Journal reveal, I want to mention a change in the actual construction of the volumes
from 1856 on. The MS volumes through the one Thoreau numbered “19,” which ended
in January 1856, consist of groups of standard-sized gatherings, called signatures.
[use Excursions to show what I mean]
Starting with MS volume 20, however, each volume is composed of only one
signature, stitched sturdily down the middle. The smallest of these volumes is made up
of 16 long sheets, folded to make 64 pages; the longest is 85 sheets, folded to make 340
pages.
Did Thoreau decide in 1855 to buy paper in bulk and have it stitched and bound
as one large signature? Did he find some unsold stock from the family stationery
business? This doesn’t bear on issues of intention--except perhaps to support the notion
that Henry meant to save money any way he could--but I’m curious about the process.
I mentioned it to Brad Dean once he said he thought Alcott had done the same, but I
haven’t looked at Alcott’s papers.
Regarding the content of the Journal volumes, we know that how Thoreau used
his Journal, and therefore what it meant to him, changed over the years. In fall 1841, he
went through the first two MS volumes that he kept, his “Red Journal of 546 pages” and
his “Journal of 396 pages”, copying the contents he wanted to save into five-and-a-half
MS volumes that do exist intact. The first of these he titled, “Gleanings-- Or What Time

Has Not Reaped Of My Journal.” Among other internal evidence of this redaction is the
fact that when he came to an entry containing material he had published, he didn’t copy
the material but referred to it as published. For example, the entry for January 16, 1841,
is “‘Sic Vita’--in the Dial”. The poem was published in the Transcendentalist magazine
the Dial in July 1841, and in fall 1841, when he was making the redaction, he apparently
decided it was more efficient to refer to the published version than to copy the poem
out.
During the first thirteen years in which Thoreau kept a journal, 1837-1850, he
sometimes used the documents to the point of using them up. Three MS volumes
covering the period July 1842 to after January 1844 originally filled about 500 pages; less
than 100 pages survive. Thoreau cut or tore out 200 leaves--400 pages of material-presumably for other writing projects.
From 1851 on, though, Thoreau kept his MS volumes intact. At about that time,
he became much more faithful about recording his observations of the natural
phenomena of Concord, and he had a strong interest in keeping these observations
together where he could consult them.
I want to describe a couple of interesting things about how Thoreau wrote these
entries. One is that he kept highly abbreviated notes during his walks and expanded
them in his Journal volumes. Channing describes the process:

And Thoreau himself alludes to his field notes in an April 6, 1854, Journal entry:
he writes, “You may see anything now–the buffedged butterfly & many hawks–along
the meadows–& hark–while I was writing down that field note the shrill peep of the
hylodes was born to me from afar through the woods” (Journal 8, p. 55)
Very few examples of these field notes have been identified among Thoreau’s
papers--maybe because no one has looked at all the MSS with a mind to see them (As
Thoreau wrote in “Autumnal Tints,” “The Scarlet Oak must, in a sense, be in your eye
when you go forth. We cannot see anything until we are possessed with the idea of it,
take it into our heads,--and then we can hardly see anything else. ”); or maybe because,
as parsimonious as Thoreau was, he just couldn’t find another use for these pieces of
paper; or maybe because, like some other writers, he didn’t want to reveal too much of
his process. If the reason is the last, he needn’t have worried--the few that we have are
really hard to read, and it’s even more difficult to relate them to Journal passages.
To give you a flavor of these, here are a couple of examples. These were found
laid in Thoreau’s MS volume 27 (July 9-November 9, 1858).
[pdf for notes laid in MS Vol 27 (Morgan)]

And these were laid in Thoreau’s MS volume 13 (August 31, 1852-January 7, 1853).
[pdfs for notes laid in MS volume 13 (Morgan)]

Just a couple of weeks ago, in preparing to give this talk, I found yet another
example of field notes that are right here at CFPL--in fact, right here in this case. Leslie
was as excited as I was about this discovery, and she made it possible for this MS to be
exhibited tonight. Bob Hall provided a wonderfully sharp image, which you see now.
[pdf of CFPL MS]

Besides the field notes, other contents of this piece of paper include survey
calculations--you can see these, upside down, next to the field notes (I don’t know how
to relate these to a dated survey)--and, fortunately, on the other side, a list dated
November 18, 1850, of “old books containing maps” that Thoreau saw at Cambridge
that day. The date and one of the notes--“Fair Haven skimed over”--led me to Journal
entries for November 23 and 25, where Thoreau expanded these brief notes.
Here’s a transcript of the MS
[pdf of transcript]

Field Note at Concord Free Public Library, Thoreau Papers, Series II, Box 1, Folder 9, 165
Other contents: survey calculations, November 18, 1850 list titled “Saw at Cambridge today the
following old books containing maps.”

ice in brooks--get in apples-frozen pond cadis worm & bottom--wild apple
lost beauty--begin to freeze
not get into woods at once--shake
off village & study & business-The clear air--finer & purer warmth
of thought-- Fair Haven skimed over
though the mercury is low not feel
cold--the landscape so clean & pure
& dry--trees stripped of leaves--look as
through a washed window--the meadow[ ]
swept-- River not frozen-- Muskrat-boats drawn up-- Light soft white
waving grass in path. Wondered that
dry leaves did not blaze.-- Ind Sum
though winter. Shrub oak fire. (show
all difference. Wild cherry leaves--oak
do--blueberry Same plants as before
little more killed. grows purple in horizon.

The first three lines–
ice in brooks--get in apples-frozen pond cadis worm & bottom--wild apple
lost beauty--begin to freeze
are expanded in the November 23, 1850, entry. All the rest form the basis for the
November 25, 1850 entry.
not get into woods at once--shake
off village & study & business-The clear air--finer & purer warmth
of thought-- Fair Haven skimed over
though the mercury is low not feel
cold--the landscape so clean & pure
& dry--trees stripped of leaves--look as
through a washed window--the meadow[ ]
swept-- River not frozen-- Muskrat-boats drawn up-- Light soft white
waving grass in path. Wondered that
dry leaves did not blaze.-- Ind Sum
though winter. Shrub oak fire. (show
all difference. Wild cherry leaves--oak
do--blueberry Same plants as before
little more killed. grows purple in horizon.

I’ll read the Journal passages while you look at the transcription of the MS, and
you’ll get an idea of how these brief notes functioned--they triggered both precise and
lyrical descriptions, like Japanese paper flowers that expand in water.

This glimpse of Thoreau at work in his Journal is fascinating to me. I’ve seen
literally hundreds of pages of drafts of his books and essays, but the process was quite
different and involved a good deal of recombination of material already composed in
the Journal. This shows something deeper--something fundamental about how he
apprehended and transformed the objects of his attention. It’s clear that by now--1850-he knows what he needs to record on the fly to get the writing going later, in his study.
Incidentally, Thoreau’s practice of making field notes also spared his MS
volumes from being dragged with him through the mud of the Maine Woods, across
the Plains of Nauset, and into the midst of Beck Stow’s and Gowing’s swamp.
Another thing we know about Thoreau’s Journal-writing process is that he often
composed several days’ worth of entries at once. There are a number of instances that
reveal this habit--the most interesting one is part of a real puzzle that I want to pose to
you. I think I’ve figured out what Thoreau was up to here--I’ll lay out the evidence for
you, and you can make your own judgment.
From the outside, Thoreau’s MS volume 19 looks like many of his other Journal
volumes. The boards are marbled in black (or very dark blue) and green, the corners
and the spine are bound in worn leather. And when you open the book, it seems
ordinary. The first entry is for May 13, 1855,
[pdf (Morgan)]

and all goes well as you page through the volume until you get to the end of an entry
for September 23 on p. 83, about a third of the way through the volume.
[pdf (Morgan)]

That entry ends with the following direction: “For continuation see the other end of this
book.”
You turn the page and find that the text on the facing pages that follow is upside
down, and so are the rest of the entries in the MS volume.
[2 pdfs for January 3 upside down (Morgan)]

When you go back to the page that comes right after the September 23, 1855, entry and
flip the book, you see that you’re reading an entry for January 3, 1856.
[2 pdfs for January 3 rightside up (Morgan)]

You go to the end of the volume and find an entry for September 24, 1855, and
interlined above that entry another direction: “For beginning v. [for ‘vide’ or ‘see’] other
end.”
[pdf (Morgan)]

And if you turn the pages from there until the text flips at the September 23 entry, you
find all in order.
[show mockup]
But you’re really confused! What was Thoreau doing? There is a book-binding
structure called “tête-bêche” defined by Joan Reitz in the Online Dictionary for Library
and Information Science (2004-2006), as “A form of binding in which the text of one work
begins at the ‘front’ of the book and the text of a second work at the ‘back,’ inverted
(upside down) with respect to the other so that their last pages meet somewhere in the
middle of the sections.” That’s the arrangement we have here, but this isn’t two works
in one document, it’s all the same book.
At first I was completely stumped by this situation, but I found a cryptic
sentence in the first third of the volume, before the flip, that ultimately became a clue to
understanding it. In June 11 entry, Thoreau writes,
[pdf (Morgan)]

“Now (Sep 16th 55) after 4 or 5 months of invalidity & worthlessness I begin to feel
some stirrings of life in me--“
Thoreau was quite ill in the spring and summer of 1855, with fatigue and a
heaviness in his legs that may have been symptoms of tuberculosis. He did continue
walking and making notes, but he fell several months behind in composing in his
Journal. This cryptic sentence tells us that he didn’t feel well enough to expand the
notes for the June 11 entry until mid-September. And by then, he was walking and
making new observations at the same time as he was expanding his summer field notes.
Fall was always a busy time for Thoreau, as he recorded changes in leaf colors and leaf
fall, tree by tree, bird migration, and other autumn phenomena.
So there’s the scenario--before I give you my conclusion, does anyone want to
hazard a guess about how this would cause him to flip the MS volume?
Here’s my explanation. We know that on September 16, Thoreau was still
expanding field notes for his June entries and also keeping notes for September entries.
I think he wanted to begin expanding his fall field notes while the experiences were still
fresh, but he didn’t know how many pages he was going to need for the rest of the
summer entries. He could have skipped an arbitrary number of pages and begun his
fall entries, but if his summer entries were shorter than he predicted he’d waste paper
and if they were longer he’d be all cramped for space.
So he hit on the solution of flipping the volume and starting the September 24
entry at what had been the end of the book. That left him almost 200 blank pages, and
he could be pretty sure that the expansion of the summer field notes would fill less than

200 pages. He continued to write in both directions until he finished the September 23
entry, and then he filled in the book up to that entry from the other direction.
My last set of examples has to do with the uses to which Thoreau put some of the
information in his Journal, and there’s another puzzle here, but I don’t have a solution
for this one.
Some of you have probably heard me talk on other occasions about the lists and
charts of natural phenomena that Thoreau probably began working on in 1860 or so.
Thoreau’s use of his Journal passages in his published writings--his books and essays-is well documented. The Princeton Journal volumes from Journal 2 on include tables of
cross-references that link the Journal text to published works, and these connections are
examined in a number of critical works. But he also extracted and organized
information recorded in the Journal that documented the cycles of the seasons. (You
may have read recently about Richard Primack and Abe Miller-Rushing’s use of one of
Thoreau’s list of flowering times--along with lists kept by Fred Hosmer and consulted
here, and others--to document the effect of global warming on climate change in
Concord. According to the October 2007 Smithsonian magazine, they determined that
“some common plants, such as the highbush blueberry and a species of sorrel, were
flowering at least three weeks earlier than in Thoreau's time.” Richard and Abe, with
whom I met yesterday, found that, “On average, . . . spring flowers in Concord were
blooming a full seven days earlier than in the 1850s-and their statistics clearly showed a
close relationship between flowering times and rising winter and spring
temperatures.”)

Starting in 1851, Thoreau indicated such information--leafing, flowering, river
and pond heights and temperatures, freezing and thawing, and so on--in his Journal
volumes by writing double virgules or slashes in either the left or right margins beside
the recorded observations. These marks guided him when he went back through the
volumes in 1860 to create lists of phenomena. The lists are topical, by month or by
category of event, and they’re organized primarily by year and secondarily by date, as
you see in these pages from a list titled “All Phenomena for December”.
[pdfs of 3 December lists (Abernethy, Middlebury)]

Many of these lists are written over and through business letters that Thoreau
recycled. Surviving lists gather information about all the months except July, August,
and September, as well as about flowering, birds, leafing, animals, reptiles, insects, and
fish. You can see that many entries on the December list are cancelled: this was
Thoreau’s indication to himself that he had transferred the information to one or
another of his charts, which he formatted differently.
The charts are on large paper, arranged with categories in boxes down the left
side and years across the top.
[pdf of December chart (Beinecke, Yale)]

There are seventeen extant charts. They don’t cover as many topics as the lists-perhaps Thoreau never intended that they would; perhaps he didn’t survive long
enough to complete all the ones he planned to make. Phenomena of the months of
April, May, and June, and October, November, and December are charted, as well as
flowering, birds, leafing, insects, and the dates Walden froze and thawed from 1845
through 1861. (I find it poignant that a line for 1862 dates at the bottom of this Pond
Kalendar, which Thoreau kept on the front endpapers of his MS volume 15 [March 9August 18, 1853; our J6] is empty of data.)
I want to use one category in this December material, “Skating,” to illustrate a
general observation about Thoreau’s process, and to introduce the puzzle. I’m going to
show you the Journal source for the 1851 chart entry, “14 boys been skating a week”
[pdf of 1851 Journal (Morgan)]

Note that there are no slash marks beside the observation, “The boys have been skating
for a week . . .”
Now here again is the list--it’s the first entry for 1851 on this page: “The boys
have been skating for a week 14th” He has room to copy the entry word for word here.
[pdf of 1851 list (Abernethy)]

Let’s look at the chart again for the 1856 record--“6 fairly begun”
[pdf of chart (Beinecke, Yale)]

And now the Journal source for the 1856 list and chart observation: “Skating is fairly
begun--” Here you do see the marginal marks, which are very frequent in the Journal
MSS after 1853 or so.
[pdf of 1856 J (Morgan)]

And again the list for December phenomena in 1856: “Skating fairly begun 6”
[pdf of 1856 list (Abernethy)]

So you see the pattern--Thoreau returns to his Journal MSS to gather observations into
lists and then transfers the information into charts, the better to compare the timing of
events from year to year.
And now the puzzle. The list includes almost twenty entries for December 1861.
[pdf of 1861 list (Abernethy)]

Skating isn’t among them because the last entry is dated December 12 (I think there’s
another page of this at the Huntington), but there is an example of the list-to-chart
progression: the fact that the temperature fell to 14 on December 3 and 4 is recorded on
both the list and the chart. List:
14°+ coldest morning--1st handsome frost on windows 3d
Another cold morning--14°+ at 7 am 4th
[pdf of chart (Beinecke, Yale)]

Chart:
3d coldest yet
14°+ also
the 4 at 7 AM

But the last entry in Thoreau’s Journal is a passage dated November 3, 1861. Where did
he record these December 1861 events? Is this list the Journal for December 1861? If so, should
we consider publishing it in our last volume? Are there field notes for November and December
1861, and even perhaps for parts of 1862 that we haven’t yet identified among the manuscript
remains? I do hope that by the time we get to Journal 16 we will have solved this mystery.
Thanks for your attention, and my special thanks to Bob Hall for technical assistance, and
to Leslie and Bob Hudspeth for providing the opportunity--this wonderful exhibit--for me to talk
to you.

